
Helping Kids Help Themselves, E. Perry Good, New View Publications, 1992, 0944337082, 9780944337080,
195 pages. Perry Good explains how we can teach kids to assume personal responsibilities without relying on
coercion. By basing our efforts on the idea that we are internally motivated and our behavior is purposeful, we
can teach them to self-evaluate their actions and the overall direction of their lives. As parents & teachers, we
must learn how to use techniques of informing, encouraging, and recognizing to help put the "self" back in
self-esteem and encourage responsibility.. 
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Connected Parenting Transform Your Challenging Child and Build Loving Bonds for Life, Jennifer Kolari,
2009, Family & Relationships, 287 pages. A child and family therapist for more than 20 years offers a
groundbreaking, counterintuitive parenting approach to create deep, empathic bonds with problem children..

Questions Kids Wish They Could Ask Their Parents , Zoe Stern, Ellen Sue Stern, Apr 1, 1993, Family &
Relationships, 88 pages. Answers questions about fears, jumping to conclusions, family finances, prejudice,
divorce, popularity, clothing, death, and the pressure to succeed.

It's Finally Ok to Be the Boss Becoming the Leader You Want to Be, E. Perry Good, Jan 1, 2000, Business &
Economics, 148 pages. Become the leader you want to be. Manage people effectively! An easy-to-read
manual for anyone who supervises one or more people in the workplace. E. Perry Good explains -- in ....

Overall Direction A Guide to Getting Where You Want to Go and Being Who You Want to Be, E. Perry
Good, Jul 1, 1996, Psychology, 222 pages. We all go through tough times -- the loss of a loved one, a career
change, relationship problems. Don't despair -- it may be that you just need a new direction! Using E. Perry ....

How to manage your parents , Copey Pulitzer, 1992, Family & Relationships, 134 pages. Discusses how teens
can get more out of their parents by using techniques based on respect, honesty, open communication, and
negotiating.

Parents in Charge Setting Healthy, Loving Boundaries for You and Your Child, Dana Chidekel, Jan 1, 2002,
Family & Relationships, 272 pages. Offers advice on how to raise children to become competent, responsible,
thoughtful, and successful adults, addressing topics ranging from effective discipline to promoting a ....

Parents Under Siege Why You Are the Solution, Not the Problem in Your Child's Life, James Garbarino,
Claire Bedard, Sep 1, 2002, Family & Relationships, 272 pages. Offers advice and strategies for successful
and effective parenting, from building character, confidence, and trust to establishing authority..

Parenting with Purpose Five Keys to Raising Children with Values and Vision, Robert W. Reasoner, Marilyn
L. Lane, 2007, Family & Relationships, 205 pages. Offers warm and readable suggestions to help you reach
your parenting goals in a mindful and deliberate way. Here are simple and practical ways to build your
children?s ....

Parenting is a Contact Sport 8 Ways to Stay Connected to Your Kids for Life, Joanne Stern, 2009, Family &
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Relationships, 238 pages. Providing specific behavioral advice supported by anecdotal material, a
psychotherapist coaches readers through the tough spots of making contact and deepening bonds, in the ....

Restitution Restructuring School Discipline, Diane Chelsom Gossen, 1996, Education, 139 pages. If you want
your kids to learn from their mistakes, punishment isn't the answer -- it just makes a bad situation worse. In
this groundbreaking book, Diane Gossen explains how ....

The Happy Hour Guide A Group Approach to Helping People Help Themselves, E. Perry Good, Dec 1, 1989,
Psychology, 54 pages. A valuable tool for group leaders, counselors, and teachers. The Happy Hour Guide is
designed to help group facilitators teach the ideas presented in In Pursuit of Happiness ....

Your kids have a plan-- do you? , Pat Holt, Lori Dodson, Apr 15, 1997, Family & Relationships, 155 pages.
Here is a book that uses humor and Christian common sense to address the child-rearing challenges you face.
The authors give simple, proven strategies for becoming the parent ....


